TOP ACTIVITIES FOR MONTH OF MARCH

- Installed site trailer
- Demoed existing south Millhiser stairs
- Installed new mechanical unit at Robins roof
- Erected temporary stairs on north side of Robins
- Obtained demolition and site permit
- Erosion and sediment control kick off meeting with city of Richmond
- Began install of erosion and sediment measures
PLACEMENT OF BMC SITE TRAILER NEAR THE SOUTH SITE ENTRANCE
DEMOLITION AT MILLHISER STAIR
SALVAGED MATERIAL FROM STAIR DEMOLITION
MATERIAL WILL BE USED TO PATCH DEMOED STAIR
DEMOLITION AT GENERATOR ENCLOSURE
TREE REMOVAL WITHIN BUILDING FOOTPRINT
ACCESS UNDER NEW DUCT ENABLING WORK
ERECTION OF TEMPORARY STAIRS AT ROBINS
UPCOMING ACTIVITIES FOR APRIL

• Complete erosion and settlement controls
• Continue demolition at generator enclosure and Millhiser stair
• Relocate existing storm sewer
• Begin demolition on existing ramp to Millhiser
• Cut building pad to grade
• Install shoring system at east parking lot
• Start up of new air handler unit (enabling work)